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The fact that you’re reading this means you weren’t able to find a group of fully grown adults willing 
to  creepily track down convince a small human to get into a tiny capsule on wheels and get shoved 
down hills for sport? Perfect. We’re glad you’re here. And we’re glad you didn’t kidnap any small 
humans... (Right?)

As part of the Alumni Advising Group to SPIRIT Racing Systems, your job will be to:

  Provide support in realizing the specific vision of the current team

  Preserve history and support continuity for the team

  Give support to create and sustain a team able to win sweepstakes in all areas 
  (Mens, Womens, Design, Spirit of Buggy)

Cool? Cool.

We’re glad you asked. Alumni Advising Groups (AAGs... 10 points goes to the person who comes up 
with a better name) provide role-specific advising support to the current team. Each AAG corre-
sponds to a sub-group of students and are as follows... *ahem*... 

            Chairmen Alumni Advising Group advises Student Chairmen
 Driver Alumni Advising Group advises  Student Drivers
 Pusher Alumni Advising Group advises Student Pushers
 Mechanic Alumni Advising Group advises Student Mechanics
 Media & Design Alumni Advising Group advises  Student Media & Design
 Fundraising Alumni Advising Group advises  Student Treasurer
             Paper advises rock, rock advises scissors-... you’re still reading? Good, good.
 Alumni PIT Crew helps out everyone... and that’s parallel to the Student Support Team which
             is also kind of independent and helps out the team. These two groups can probably work 
             together pretty often. We’ll have this bit worked out soon. It’s complicated.
 

Hey.
why you’re here

what is this thing?

Read this thingy.
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That’s okay, we’re not done. 

 AAGs consist of up to 5 dedicated, trusted alumni advisors from varying periods of SRS history 
 (That's you). 

 

Members of AAGs will proactively seek to engage with students by sharing history and experi-
ence and providing advice at the level agreed upon by the current team. 

Each participating member of an AAG commits to serve a one year term, after which a re-election 
process will occur for new members of the AAG. AAG members are allowed to serve multiple 
terms, only if they are unopposed. Should a different time schedule or reelection process 
emerge, this clause will be amended.

AAG members are to abide by the Advisor Working Agreement, as enforced by the logistics team.

In addition to advising, AAGs may be asked to support greater alumni efforts (e.g. newsletter 
inputs, fundraising, etc.), and will do so as an inherent part of their role.

P.S. The PIT Crew is an Alumni Advisor Group that is allowed to contain over 5 individuals, 
given the requirements of the group.

P.P.S. Get it? PIT Crew? Because CMU is in Pittsburgh but also PIT crews are used in racing 
and... Okay, we’re done, sorry.

Hey.

I'm still a bit confused here.

still awake?
Quick: How many fingers am I holding up?
That was a test... I canʼt hold up fingers... on account of me being a piece of paper and all.
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-Vision (Development and Management)
-Goal Setting
-Planning
-General leadership skills
-Motivation, recruitment, retention
-Succession Planning

Depends on your Alumni Advising Group. Listed below are example topics of concern for each group.
(If you feel inclined to ask “but can we talk about this too?”, yes. The answer is yes. Barring explaining 
to students how to carry out illegal activities, yes. You can.)

-Pushing techniques
-Pusher training techniques
-Push team development 

Driver AAG

-Lines 
-Driving Techniques
-Working with flaggers
-Feedback for pushers and mechanics
-Chute turns, “letting out”
-Advise driver-focused flaggers

Mechanic AAG
-Wheel Technology
-Wheel Maintenance
-Buggy Building
-Fleet maintenance
-Brakes and bearings

Fundraising AAG
-Budget Development
-Fundraising Strategy
-Money Collection and Management

Media AAG

-Create alumni media 
 -E.g. newsletters, videos
-Maintain website
  (In conjunction with KRU)

PIT Crew (Alums in Pittsburgh)
-Bringing snacks and refreshments to specified rolls
-Providing encouragement throughout rolls 
-Offering transportation services to the team (as is reasonable and feasible)
-Serving as point of contact between students and greater alumni group (like a networking hub)
-Check ins, knowledge transfer, brainstorming sessions 
-Attend weekend and midnight rolls when specific feedback is needed

Chairmen AAG

Pusher AAG

What am i advising the youngins on?
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The team belongs to the current KRU. At the end of the day, the final decisions concerning team 
matters are made by the current KRU. We will facilitate decision making; We will provide additional 
insights and information, helping students to weigh options and give recommendations. We will raise 
concerns as appropriate but will respect decisions and move forward.

Hold on. 

Not that we don’t trust you, but we just want to get in writing that you’ve agreed to the following:

SRS is-- at best-- the second priority of each student. We will encourage team excellence but not at the 
expense of scholastic achievement. We will keep in mind that students have homework, tests and 
project that may not allow for buggy projects and tasks to be accomplished immediately. We will 
encourage students to maintain school as a priority. As appropriate, we will advise the team on how to 
balance school and buggy and we will be patient when school takes precedence over buggy.

Some things have changed since we were students. We will not just rattle off what worked in our 
time and with our KRU, with no regard for the current atmosphere. We will work to understand the 
current context and team dynamic. We will help the students to make seasoned ideas relevant in 
addition to developing new ideas. 

Some things have changed since we were students. We will not just rattle off what worked in our 
time and with our KRU, with no regard for the current atmosphere. We will work to understand the 
current context and team dynamic. We will help the students to make seasoned ideas relevant in 
addition to developing new ideas. 

I’m in. Where do I sign my life away?

We advise but we do not make decisions.

We respect that SRS members are students first.

we keep the team’s current context in mind.

we remember that buggy is a learning experience.

...Hey.
Oh, I didnʼt want anything this time. Just saying hi. 
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Slack is the application that will be used for main communication. Each alumni group has 
its own slack channel. In addition, there is a private alumni channel that can be used for 
alumni-only communication. 

As an alumni team, respond to student requests within 3 days with at least an acknowl-
edgment of receipt and projected completion date. Students are held to a similar standard 
when responding to alumni requests.

When conversations stray from your area of expertise, enlist or defer to subject matter 
experts.

Anytime you send a message via Slack, you are required to record yourself singing and 
dancing the hokey-pokey. (Kidding. Just making sure you’re still here)

If a message is too long or too general for a Slack message between one group, an email 
must be composed and sent to all of kru via spiritracingsystems@gmail.com.

Any emails that are sent to individual students will be met with a form-email that will 
direct you to spriitracingsystems@gmail.com

If you are having issues within your group, please contact the Rebirth group-- in charge of 
logistics and group mediation.

When asked for a secret code to confirm that you have read this document, please recite 
the words: Eek. Yikes. (The 2017-18 chairman Chris was tasked to come up with a funny 
phrase on the spot, and that was his response. We’re rolling with it.)

If you are no longer able to fulfill your role, please work with the logistics group to transi-
tion out of your role-- provide a few weeks advance notice if possible.

There will be a once per month logistics Check-In Call per group (e.g. student mechanics 
with logistics team members). This will allow an opportunity for collaboration and feed-
back without pressure from the other half of the group.

 At least two representative per alumni advisory group to provide a short summary 
 on what’s being discussed and planned.

 Minutes will be taken by the logistics team and distributed to all alumni advisors

This stuff helps communication not fall apart

Bye.

boring logistics


